Dinkelacker-Schwaben Bräu GmbH

Since 1888
The high quality demands of our master brewers are
above all reflected in the care that they put into their
work. This is not only underlined by the fact that our
beers are brewed by hand, but also, and predominantly,
by the aging period, which stretches over several
weeks. This period of time not only enables the flavors
to develop completely, but also leads to the fine
carbonation and the typical head of our beers as a
result of the fermentation process.

Brewed according to the German Purity
Law of 1516
Original Recipe since 1888
Locally Sourced from Centuries Old
Sustained Farms
Only 4 Natural Ingredients: Hops, Barley
Malt, Yeast & Water
A classic pilsner beer for the true
connoisseurs.

STYLE: A premium, smooth, bottomfermented Pilsner.
Tasting Notes:
The tart, fresh scent and the floral hop
bitterness are given by the finest
Tettnanger hops. The selected malts
and our fresh brewing water give the
beer its unique characteristic.
Refreshingly dry and pure – brewed
with 100% local ingredients to
Dinkelacker’s ever-popular,
harmoniously balanced Pils recipe.
Founder Carl Dinkelacker would be
proud of our pleasantly bitter Pilsner. In
honor of him, it continues to carry his
initials. Our brewers’ recipe for
success: lots of passion and the best
regional ingredients.

shwbrands.com

16.9 Can

11.2 Bottle

6 pack

UPC
Bottle: 8-52273-00386-4
6Pack: 8-52273-00388-8
Case: 8-52273-00387-1
Can: 8-52273-00347-5
Case: 8-52273-00348-2

Brewed according to the German Purity Law
of 1516
Original Recipe since 1888
Locally Sourced from Centuries Old Sustained
Farms
Only 4 Natural Ingredients: Hops, Barley Malt,
Yeast & Water
A classic pilsner beer for the true connoisseurs.

STYLE: Premium Märzen Lager
Tasting Notes:
Dense white head with great
retention. Amber in color. Nice
and pleasant aromas of caramel
and honey with good balance of
malt and fruity notes. Rich
textured palate with an
underlying sweetness true to the
Märzen tradition. A distinctive,
original Märzen that is extremely
smooth to drink.
The perfect fall seasonal beer to
enjoy, from the special occasion
to the full-on celebration.
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16.9 Can

11.2 Bottle

6 pack

UPC
Bottle: 8-52273-00389-5
6Pack: 8-52273-00390-1
Case: 8-52273-00391-8
Can: 8-52273-00392-5
Case: 8-52273-00393-2

